Most geometric approaches to monocular Visual Odometry (VO) provide robust pose estimates, but sparse or semidense depth estimates. Off late, deep methods have shown good performance in generating dense depths and VO from monocular images by optimizing the photometric consistency between images. Despite being intuitive, a naive photometric loss does not ensure proper pixel correspondences between two views, which is the key factor for accurate depth and relative pose estimations. It is a well known fact that simply minimizing such an error is prone to failures.
Introduction
Off late, the problem of dense monocular depth and visual odometry estimation using deep learning based approaches has gained momentum. These methods work in a way similar to the way in which we as humans develop an understanding based on observing various scenes which have consistencies in structure. Such methods, including the one proposed in this paper, are able to make structural inferences based on similarities in the world and make relative pose estimates based on this and vice versa. Some of them either use depth supervision [10, 23, 9, 41] or pose supervision using stereo rigs [16, 19] or ground truth poses for relative pose estimation [40] or both pose and depth supervision among others [44] . In SE3-Nets [5] , the authors estimate rigid body motions directly from pointcloud data.
In order to deal with non-rigidity in the scene, SfMLearner [53] , predicts an "explainability mask" along with the pose and depth in order to discount regions that violate the static scene assumption. This can also be done by explicitly predicting object motions and incorporating optical flow as well, such as in SfM-Net [45] and GeoNet [52] . Additional efforts to ensure consistent estimates are explored by Yang et al. [51] using depth-normal consistency.
Most of the above-mentioned works incorporate various complicated loss functions rather than explicitly leveraging 3D geometric constraints. In order to ensure better correspondences, and thereby better geometric understanding, we propose a method that uses Epipolar constraints to help make the learning more geometrically sound. This way we constrain the point correspondences to lie on their corresponding epipolar lines.
We use the Essential matrix, obtained using Nistér's Five Point Algorithm [37] , for enforcing meaningful geometric constraints on the loss to guide the training and improve predictions. We don't use them as training labels since the Five Point Algorithm by itself is erroneous in nature. Therefore we enforce only a soft dependency on it by weighing the losses with epipolar constraints. This helps us account for violations of the static scene assumption, thereby removing the need to predict explicit motion masks, and also to tackle the problem of improper correspondence generation that arises by minimizing just the photometric loss.
The key contribution is that we use a geometrically constrained loss using epipolar constraints, which helps discount ambiguous pixels, thereby allowing us to use lesser no. of parameters. Our proposed method results in more accurate depth images as well as reduced errors in pose estimation. Such a geometrically constrained learning method performs successfully even in cases where simply minimizing the photometric error fails. We also use an edge-aware disparity smoothness to help get sharper outputs which are comparable to state-of-the-art methods that use computationally intesive losses and a much larger no. of parameters compared to us.
Background

Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
Structure-from-Motion refers to the task of recovering 3D structure and camera motion from a sequence of images. It is an age-old problem in computer vision and various toolboxes that perform SfM have been developed [48, 15, 43, 4] . Traditional approaches to the SfM problem, though efficient, require accurate point correspondences in computing the camera poses and recovering the structure. A spinoff of this problem comes under the domain of Visual SLAM or VO, which involves real-time estimation of camera poses and/or a structural 3D map of the environment. There approaches could be either sparse [35, 30, 14, 33, 28] , semi-dense [12, 11] or dense [36, 2] . Both methods suffer from the same sets of problems, namely improper correspondences in texture-less areas, or if there are occlusions or repeating patterns. While approaching the problem in a monocular setting, sparse correspondences allow one to estimate depth for corresponding points. However estimating dense depth from a single monocular image is a much more complex problem.
Epipolar Geometry
We know that a pixel p in an image corresponds to a ray in 3D, which is given by its normalized coordinates p = K −1 p, where K is the intrinsic calibration matrix of the camera. From a second view, the image of the first camera center is called the epipole and that of a ray is called the epipolar line. Given the corresponding pixel in the second view, it should lie on the corresponding epipolar line. This constraint on the pixels can be expressed using the Essential Matrix E for calibrated cameras. The Essential Matrix contains information about the relative poses between the views. Detailed information regarding normalized coordinates, epipolar geometry, Essential Matrix etc, can be found in [22] .
Given a pixel's normalized coordinatesp and that of its corresponding pixel in a second viewp, the relation betweeñ p,p and E can be expressed as:
(1) Here, Ep is the epipolar line in the second view corresponding to a pixel p in the first view. In most cases, there could be errors in capturing the pixel p, finding the corresponding pixelp or in estimating the Essential Matrix E. Therefore in most real world applications, rather than imposing Eq. 1, the value ofp T Ep is minimized in a RANSAC [13] like setting. We refer to this value as the epipolar loss in the rest of the paper.
We refer to a pixel's homogeneous coordinates as p and the normalized coordinates asp in the rest of the paper. We also refer to a corresponding pixel in a different view asp and in normalized coordinates asp.
Depth Image Based Warping
Novel view synthesis by warping the input image to a new pose is an important step in understanding the geometry of a scene. In order for the model to have a decent understanding of scene geometry, the transformed image needs to be consistent with the image from that location. This is the key idea behind minimizing the photometric error. One of the most common approached to doing this is by using differentiable warping and bi-linear sampling [25] which have been in use for a variety of applications like learning optical flow [26] , video prediction [38] and image captioning [27] . This concept has been applied in works along similar lines where bi-linear sampling is used to obtain a resulting image after warping a view using scene depth and the relative transformation between two views.
In this approach, given a warped pixelp, its pixel value I s (p) is interpolated using 4 nearby pixel values ofp (upper left and right, lower left and right) i.e.Î s (p) =
p y } and w ij is directly proportional to the proximity betweenp and p ij such that w ij = 1. Further explanation regarding this can be found in [25] .
Proposed Approach
In our approach, we use 2 CNNs, one for inverse depth prediction, which takes a single image as input, and one for relative pose prediction which takes an image sequence as input. The first image is the target view with respect to which the poses of the other images are calculated. Both the networks are independent of each other but are trained jointly so that the coupling between scene depth and camera motion can be effectively captured. The main idea behind the training, similar to that of previous works, is that of ensuring proper scene reconstruction between the source and target views based on the predicted depth and poses. We warp the source view in the target frame and minimize the photometric error between the synthesized image and the target image to ensure that the predicted depth and pose can recreate the scene effectively. Details about this warping process is given in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2.
For now, we consider mostly static scenes, i.e. where objects in the scene are rigid. SfMLearner predicts an "explainability mask" along with the pose, which denotes the contribution of a pixel to the loss such that pixels of nonrigid objects have a low weight. Instead, we use the epipolar loss to weight the pixels as explained in Sec. 3.4 . Further explanations about the image warping and losses used are given below. In all the below equations, we use N to denote the total number of pixels in the image.
Image Warping
Given a pixel p in normalized coordinates, we calculate its 3D coordinates using its depth D(p). We then transform it into the source frame using the relative pose and project it onto the source image's plane.
where K is the camera calibration matrix, D(p) is the depth of pixel p, R t→s and t t→s are the rotation and translation respectively from the target frame to the source frame. The homogeneous coordinates ofp are continuous while we require integer values. Thus, we interpolate the values from nearby pixels, using bi-linear sampling, proposed by [25] , as explained in Sec. 2.3.
Novel View Synthesis
We use novel view synthesis using depth image based warping as the main supervisory signal for our networks. Given the per-pixel depth and the relative poses between images, we can synthesize the image of the scene from a novel viewpoint. We minimize the photometric error between this synthesized image and the actual image from the given viewpoint. If the pose and depth are correctly predicted, then the given pixel should be projected to its corresponding pixel in the image from the given viewpoint.
Given a target view I t and N source views I s , we minimize the photometric error between the target view and the source view warped into the target's frame, denoted byÎ s . Mathematically, this can be described by Eq. 3
Spatial Smoothing
In order to tackle the issues of learning wrong depth values for texture-less regions, we try to ensure that the depth prediction is derived from spatially similar areas. One more thing to note is that depth discontinuities usually occur at object boundaries. We minimize L1 norm of the spatial gradients of the inverse depth ∂d, weighted by the image gradient ∂I. This is to account for sudden changes in depth due to crossing of object boundaries and ensure a smooth change in the depth values. This is similar to [19] .
Epipolar Constraints
The problem with simply minimizing the photometric error is that it doesn't take ambiguous pixels into consideration, such as those belonging to non-rigid objects, those which are occluded etc. Thus, we need to weight pixels appropriately based on whether they're properly projected or not. One way of ensuring correct projection is by checking if the corresponding pixelp lies on its epipolar line or not, according to Eq. 1.
We impose epipolar constraints using the Essential Matrix obtained from Nistér's Five Point Algorithm [37] . This helps ensure that the warped pixels to lie on their corresponding epipolar line. This epipolar lossp T Ep is used to weight the above losses, where E is the Essential Matrix obtained using the Five Point Algorithm by computing matches between features extracted using SiftGPU [47] .
After weighting, the new photometric loss now becomes
The reason behind this is that we wish to ensure proper projection of a pixel, rather than ensure just a low photometric error. If a pixel is projected correctly based on the predicted depth and pose, its epipolar loss would be low. However, for a non-rigid object, even if the pixel is warped correctly, with the pose and depth, the photometric error would be high. A high photometric error can also arise due to incorrect warping. Therefore, to ensure that correctly warped pixels aren't penalized for belonging to moving objects, we weight them with their epipolar distance, thereby giving their photmetric loss a lower weight than those that are wrongly warped.
If the epipolar loss is high, it implies that the projection is wrong, giving a high weight to the photometric loss, thereby increasing its overall penalty. This also helps in mitigating the problem of a pixel getting projected to a region of similar intensity by constraining it to lie along the epipolar line.
Final Loss
Our final loss function is a weighted combination of the above loss functions summed over multiple image scales.
where l iterates over the different scale values and λ smooth is the coefficient giving the relative weight for the smoothness loss. Note that we don't minimize the epipolar loss but use it for weighting the other losses. This way the network tries to implicitly minimize the projection error (the epipolar loss) as it would lead to a reduction in the over all loss. Along with this it also minimizes the result of the projection as well (photometric loss).
Implementation Details
Neural Network Design
The Depth network is inspired from DispNet [34] . It has a design of a convolutional-deconvolutional encoderdecoder network with skip connections from previous layers. The input is a single RGB image. We perform prediction at 4 different scales. We normalize the inverse-depth prediction to have unit mean, similar to what is done in the key frames of LSD-SLAM [12] and in [46] .
We modify the pose network proposed by [53] by removing their "explainability mask" layers thereby using lesser parameters yet giving better performance. The target view and the source views are concatenated along the colour channel giving rise to an input layer of size
where N is the number of input views. The network predicts 6 DoF poses for each of the N −1 source views relative to the target image.
We use batch normalization [24] for all the non-output layers. Details of network implementations are given in the appendix in Fig. A1. 
Training
We implement the system using Tensorflow [1] . We use Adam [29] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, a learning rate of 0.0002 and a mini-batch of size 4 in our training. We set λ smooth = 0.2/2 l where l is the scale, ranging from 0 -3. For training, we use the KITTI dataset [17] with the split provided by [10] , which has about 40K images in total. We exclude the static scenes (acceleration less than a limit) and the test images from our training set. We use 3 views as the input to the pose network during the training phase with the middle image as our target image and the previous & succeeding images as the source images.
Results
KITTI Depth Estimation Results
We evaluate our performance on the 697 images used by [10] . We show our results in Table 1 . Our method's performance exceeds that of SfMLearner and Yang et al. [51] , both of which are monocular methods. We also beat methods which use depth supervision [10, 31] and calibrated stereo supervision [16] . However, we fall short of Godard et al. [19] , who also use stereo supervision and incorporate left-right consistency, making their approach more robust.
In monocular methods, we fall short of GeoNet [52] and DDVO [46] . GeoNet [52] uses a separate encoder decoder network to predict optical flow from rigid flow, which largely increases the no. of parameters. DDVO [46] , uses expensive non-linear optimizations on top of the network outputs in each iteration, which is computationally intensive.
Our depth estimates deviate just marginally compared to LEGO [50] and Mahjourian et al. [32] . However, the complexity of our method is much lesser than LEGO [50] , which incorporates many complex losses (depth-normal consistency, surface normal consistency, surface depth consistency) and uses a much larger no. of parameters as they predict edges as well. Mahjourian et al. [32] minimize the Iterative Point Cloud (ICP) [3, 6, 39] alignment error between predicted pointclouds, which is an expensive operation, while ours uses just simple, standard epipolar constraints. This shows that our method being simple, effective and motivated by geometric association between multiple views produces comparable results with methods using complex costs and more no. of parameters.
As shown in Fig. 2 , our method performs better where SfMLearner fails, such as texture-less scenes and open regions. This shows the effectiveness of using epipolar geometry, rather training an extra parameter per-pixel to handle occlusions and non-rigidity. We also provide sharper outputs which is a direct result of using an edge-aware smoothness that helps capture the shape of objects in a better manner. We scale our depth predictions to match the ground truth depth's median. Further details about the depth evaluation metrics can be found in [10] .
Pose Estimation Results
We use sequences 00-10 of the KITTI Visual Odometry Benchmark [18] , which have the associated ground truth. We use the same model used for depth evaluation to report our pose estimation results (and of other SOTA methods as well), rather than training a separate model with 5 views (as done by most works). We do so as we believe the same training scheme should suffice to efficiently learn depth and motion, rather than having different sets of experiments for each. We show the Avg. Trajectory Error (ATE) and Avg. Translational Direction Error (ATDE) averaged over 3 frame intervals in Table 2 . Before ATE comparison, the scale is corrected to align it with the ground truth. Since ATDE compares only directions, we don't correct the scale.
We perform better on all runs compared to the Five pt. alg. in terms of the ATDE. This is a result of having additional feedback from image warping while the Five pt. alg. uses only sparse point correspondences.
We perform better than SfMLearner 1 on an avg. showing that epipolar constraints help get better estimates. We perform comparably (difference at scale of 10 −2 m) to
Method Supervision
Error Metric (lower is better) Accuracy Metric (higher is better) Abs. Rel [16] cap their depth at 50m which we show in the bottom part of the table. The dashed line separates methods that use some form of supervision from purely monocular methods. δ is the ratio between the scaled predicted depth and the ground truth. Further details about the error and accuracy metrics can be found in [10] . Baseline numbers taken from [46, 51, 52, 32, 49] . 
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Epipolar Loss for discounting motions
We demonstrate the efficacy of using the epipolar loss for discounting ambiguous pixels. As mentioned in the last 
Image
SfMLearner Proposed Method 
Make3D Depth Estimation
We compare our model trained on KITTI with SfM-Learner, on Make3D [42] , a collection of still outdoor nonstreet images, unlike KITTI or Cityscapes. We center-crop the images before predicting depth. Fig. 5 shows that our method produces better depth outputs on previously unseen images that are quite different from training images showing that it effectively generalizes to unseen data.
Image
Ground Truth
SfMLearner Ours Table 3 . Ablative study on the effect of different losses in depth estimation. We show our results using the split of [10] while removing the proposed losses. We compare our method with SfMLearner (w/o explainability) which is essentially similar to stripping our method of the proposed losses and using a different smoothness loss.
Ablation Study
We perform an ablation study on the depth estimation by considering variants of our proposed approach. The baseline for comparison is SfMLearner w/o explainability, which is equivalent to removing our additions and having a simpler 2nd order smoothness loss. We first see the effect of adding just the epipolar constraints, denoted by "Ours (only epi)". We then see how adding just the inverse-depth normalization "Ours (only depth-norm)" affects the performance. Finally we combine all the proposed additions giving rise to our final loss funtion, denoted by "Ours (final)".
The results of the study can be seen in Table 3 . All our variants perform significantly better than SfMLearner showing that our method has a positive effect on the learning. Just adding the epipolar constraints improves the results over SfMLearner. The inverse-depth normalization gives a significant improvement as it constrains the depth to lie in a suitable range, which would otherwise cause the inverse-depth to decrease over iterations, leading to a decrease in the smoothness loss, as explained in [46] . Finally, combining them all, produces better results than either of the additions individually, showing the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Conclusion and Future Work
We improve upon a previous unsupervised method for learning monocular visual odometry and single view depth estimation while using lesser number of trainable parameters in a simplistic manner. Our method is able to predict sharper and more accurate depths as well as better pose estimates. Other than just KITTI, we also show better performance on Cityscapes and Make3D as well, using the model trained with just KITTI. This shows that our method generalizes well to unseen data. With just a simple addition, we are able to get performance similar to state-of-the-art methods that use complex losses.
The current method however only performs pixel level inferences. A higher scene level understanding can be obtained by integrating semantics to get better correlation between objects in the scene and depth & ego-motion estimates, similar to semantic motion segmentation [20, 21] .
Architectural changes could be leveraged by performing multi-view depth prediction to learn how the depth varies over multiple frames or having a single network for both pose and depth to help capture the complex relation between camera motion and scene depth.
